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Hibernation Party - Get Your Forms in Early! 
Our annual hibernation party is without doubt one of the most popular club events of the year, and 

for good reason; this is the time for us all to enjoy a fun filled evening with all our club-member friends. 
There will be a dinner, a cash bar, dancing and as usual there will be door prizes, awards and, with so 
many members present in one place, we will once again use the occasion to elect new board members. 

Each year the party alternates between our two countries, this year being the turn of the USA to host 
the event. Full details are inside, together with a form. 

Our venue is the Italian Epicure, in Novi, Michigan. Formerly called the Country Epicure, this new -
to-us place for the hibernation party comes highly recommended. They have years of experience in 
providing great food and the right environment for events such as ours. To that end we have a choice of just 2 meals — 

plus accommodation for special dietary needs —  which allows them to serve meals hot and rapidly; that 
way nobody is kept waiting while others are half way through their meals. 
We need to receive checks and forms indicating meal choices one week in advance of the event. 
Unfortunately, this has to be a strict cut-off date so any received late may well have to be returned. 
Moreover, there is a maximum limit to the number of people that can be accommodated and if and 
when we reach that ceiling, we will have to refuse further applications. so send those forms in early to 
avoid disappointment. 

A Polished Tech Session at Tom Shipley’s T&W Autobody 
In all, 22 members attended our first Tech Session of 

the winter, kindly hosted by Tom Shipley and his wife.  
Tom patiently talked us through two procedures. First 

he took the boot lid from an MGA that look perfectly fin-
ished to most of us and declared the surface unsatisfactory 
and requiring polishing. This in itself was a demonstration 
of the performance of modern paints, the almost flawless 
finish having been achieved simply by his expert pre-paint 
preparation and spraying of base and clear coats. Such 
quality doesn’t come cheap, however, Tom advised us that 
his cost for the red paint was over $100 per pint. With all 
that in mind we all cringed as Tom took glass paper and 
started taking the surface off. Then finer paper, different 
grades of cutting compounds and polish were used too, not 
just bring that shine back, but to produce a perfect finish. 

This demonstration was of interest, not just for those 
who might be completely refinishing a car, but also to those 
who want to restore their cars’ paintwork from the inevitable damage caused by sun and dirt. 

Tom’s colleague was installing a patch panel on a Silverado, a common body repair method for MG’s, so he took 
the time to show us the correct way to put the panel on so you could neither tell there had been a repair nor have to 
do it all over again after a few years. 

We will have another tech session in January, see inside for details. 
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